
 

TRESPASS 
Date:  August 25, 2016   

Location:  Vista Del Campo Norte Student Housing  

Details: 

UCI Police Department is investigating two incidents of trespassing that occurred in Vista Del 
Campo Norte Student Housing.  Both incidents occurred at around 5:00 a.m. on Sunday, 
August 21.  
 
In the first incident, a female resident in an unlocked apartment saw the silhouette of a male 
suspect standing inside the apartment, near the bedroom.  The resident screamed, and the 
suspect left the apartment.   
 
In the second incident, a suspect who is believed to be the same person as in the first incident 
entered another unlocked apartment and woke up the female resident, who was sleeping in 
her bed.  The suspect told the resident that he was sub-leasing the apartment from the 
resident’s roommate.  The suspect sat on the resident’s bed and placed his hand on the 
resident’s leg.  The resident left the apartment.  The suspect subsequently also left the 
apartment.  The suspect was not sub-leasing the apartment.   
 
The suspect was described as a male, medium complexion, slender build, 20 years old, 6’2”, 
approximately 150 pounds with black hair.  
 
If you have information that could be helpful in this investigation, please contact UCI Police 
Department Detective Chris Bolano at (949) 824-1161 or the UCI Police Department Dispatch 
Center at (949) 824-5223.  
 

Safety Tips:   

 In emergency situations or during crimes in progress, dial 9-1-1 or use an emergency 
phone available on campus. 

 Ensure that all doors, screens, and windows are closed and locked.  Do not prop open 
doors. 

 Confidential support, advocacy and resources are available through the UCI CARE Office 
(949) 824-7273.  

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 
WHAT IS THIS COMMUNITY ADVISORY? Community Advisories are released when certain events that 
warrant an advisory are reported on or near UCI property, as deemed necessary by the UCI Police Department. 
These advisories are intended to raise awareness about safety-and security-related incidents among the UCI 
community. 
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Jorge Cisneros | Chief of Police 


